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Eos

INTRODUCING

VTOL Solar powered drone

The EOS is an autonomous solar drone 
designed to accomplish medium range 
missions. The EOS is powered by 
lightweights flexible double-junction solar 
panels, that assure a far superior autonomy 
to any other drone in the same category.
EOS can autonomously take off and reach 
the mission objectives without the need for 
a direct control from the operation control.

The EOS payload is composed by an HD 
camera for navigation, an interchangeable 
payload bay and a huge range of sensors. 
The payload bay host a deployable Camera 
POD with a dual Thermal camera and 6.6x 
Optical Zoom as well as an huge variety of 
mission-specific payloads such multispectral 
sensors or atmospheric sensors.

EOS it`s the first solar powered drone on 
the market for the prosumer market

Missions and Payloads

The EOS is a multi-role survilliance drone 
capable of long range autonomous mission. 
It can be easy transported aboard ships 
and ground vehicle and be Ready To Fly 
in less then 5 minutes. The retractable 
camera POD is capable to identify faces 
and vehicle on the ground from an altitude 
of 600m. Thanks to the advanced Object 
tracking algorythm installed, it can follow 
its objective exchanging the thermal and the 
standard camera to reach the objective. 

Operational scenarios:
· Photogrammetry mapping
· Long range recognissance  
 and surveillance
· Anti-Piracy operations
· Search&rescue missions
· Intelligence support
· Fire detection

6.6x
Dual Thermal Camera

15km
Radio Link LTE 4G Range

3h
Flight Autonomy

VTOL
Vertical take-off and landing

4k
High resolution

DESCRIZIONE PRODOTTO
—

Impaginare i testi usando gli stili di Paragrafo e di Testo presenti nel file

INTESTAZIONE

LOGHI E NUMERI DI PAGINA

IMMAGINE PRODOTTO
—

Posizionare l’immagine (TIF con trasparenza) nel centro del box
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Specifications

DIMENSIONS
180x180x90cm
PAYLOADS
6.6X navigation camera
RANGE
Radio link: 15km LTE: 4g range
ENDURANCE
10hr dawn-sunset 
SPEED
60 km/h 
OP. ALTITUDE
600 M
WINGSPAN
1800mm
LENGHT
1000mm
WEIGHT
1500gr (w/o payload)
CONNECTIVITY
4G LTE, 2.4 Ghz, 5.8
LAUNCH METHOD
Hand launch, autonomous VTOL
RECOVER METHOD
Autonomous VTOL, Autonomous 
Deep Stall, RC landing

TECH SPECHS
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